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Abstract

This paper reports on the latest developments of the European Reference Corpus EuReCo and the German Reference Corpus in relation to three of the most important CMLC topics: interoperability, collaboration on corpus infrastructure building, and legal issues. Concerning interoperability, we present new ways to access DeReKo via KorAP on the API and on the plug-in level. In addition we report about advancements in the EuReCo- and ICC-initiatives with the provision of comparable corpora, and about recent problems with license acquisitions and our solution approaches using an indemnification clause and model licenses that include scientific exploitation.

1 Interoperability

At the last CMLC workshop on the special topic of interoperability, we presented our general concept of how to make DeReKo data available as comprehensively and freely as possible, taking into account all legal restrictions (Kupietz et al., 2018). In this context, we had defined four levels at which an improvement of accessibility of corpus data was desirable and feasible:

1. data level
2. API level
3. plugin level
4. source code level

In the meantime, there have been relevant developments, especially with regard to the API level, about which we would like to report in the following section.

1.1 API Level

Authorization

The notorious problem with language resources as research data is that in the vast majority of cases, they are not free from the rights of third parties that do not belong to the scientific community (Kupietz et al., 2010). Thus, often the required rights of use have to be transferred from the right holder via a corpus provider to the end user by signing licence agreements. In the scenario of web corpus management tools, these agreements are then referred to, when a user is authenticated. In browsers this procedure is comparatively unproblematic, as the authorization can be handled in a common session management flow. For programmatic access to corpora via Web service APIs, the problem in the area of language resources, even in the context of the large CLARIN initiative, is, however, in practice unsolved. It is necessary to tackle some significant challenges including authentication of users and external user applications, as well as explicit authorization from users for the applications to access their data and the corpora on their behalf. In a complex scenario involving a system of multiple chains of independent applications like the CLARIN Federated Content Search, there is also an issue of delegating authorization from one application to another. In KorAP, to provide API access to DeReKo, we make use of the OAuth 2.0 protocol dealing particularly with authorization procedures.

Public Metadata Requests

A particularly simple approach to dealing with legal obstacles, which could even do without authentication and authorization, is to limit the disclosure of data to those that are not protected by copyright, provided that the origin and creation of such data is legitimate, e.g. through licensing agreements and/or copyright exceptions.

In the case of DeReKo, this approach can probably be used for a fairly broad range of applications, covering the analysis of frequency distributions in

1https://oauth.net/2/
relation to metadata variables such as publication date, publication location and subject area, thus including application scenarios such as diachronic analysis and comparison of language variants. In the context of the automatically processed part of such investigations, the output of textual, copyrighted data can usually be completely dispensed with; only the hits and their metadata are required.

KorAP manages user access to copyrighted and otherwise restricted data by using a query rewrite mechanism (Bański et al., 2014) that restricts access only to available resources according to user agreements and access location. Public metadata requests allow performing actions such as query search involving restricted data, but only the public metadata of each result are returned as output. The actual text snippet of the matches and non-public metadata are omitted. To provide public metadata requests of all resources to unauthenticated users, we introduce an additional request parameter `access-rewrite-disabled=true` allowing KorAP to disable this particular rewrite. Nonetheless, the rewrite is not disabled for requests requiring user authentication or authorization, such as requesting non-public metadata, requesting not sufficiently licensed corpora, and requesting metadata of virtual corpora restricted to a user or a group.

Listing 1 shows the JSON response to a simple query for the keyword ‘Monnemer’. It comprises the generated operator tree for the query, the rewritten operator tree for the metadata constraints (collection), and the actual matches. As shown in Table 1, the current API provides only the metadata for every search hit. The advantage of such an unaggregated output is that it keeps the API simple and lets the user freely analyse any combination of metadata variables.

Listing 2 shows complete functions to query the DeReKo/KorAP API in R for (1) the size of the (virtual) corpus and (2) a search term. Note that the search function also provides a link to a corresponding albeit restricted request\(^2\) to the KorAP web user interface (line 19), so that query results can be validated and analysed also manually. The result of a simple query for ‘Hatespeech’ is shown in Table 1. Apart from the support for multiple

\(^2\) via http://korap.ids-mannheim.de/api/v1.0/search?sql=policarp&q=Monnemer&access-rewrite-disabled=true

\(^3\) As usual, this requires a login – and the user to be authorized to access the requested data including the primary data.

Listing 1: Shortened JSON result of the query for ‘Monnemer’\(^2\).
library(jsonlite)
korapurl <- "https://korap.ids-mannheim.de/
apiurl <- paste0(korapurl, 'api/v1.0/)
fields <- c("corpusSigle", "textSigle", "pubDate", "pubPlace",
"availability", "textClass")
derekoStats <- function(vc='') {
  return(fromJSON(paste0(apiurl, 'statistics?cq=',
    URLencode(vc, reserved=TRUE))))
}
derekoQuery <- function(query, vc='', ql="poliqarp") {
  page <- 1
  results <- 0
  request <- paste0('?q=', URLencode(query, reserved=TRUE),
    ifelse(vc != '', paste0('&cq=', URLencode(vc, reserved=TRUE)), ""),
    '&ql=', ql);
  print(paste0("corresponding KorAP–UI request: ", paste0(korapurl, request)))
  repeat {
    res <- fromJSON(paste0(apiurl, 'search', request,
      '&count=50&fields=', paste(fields, collapse = ""),
      '&access_rewrite-disabled=true&page=', page))
    if (res$meta$totalResults == 0) { return(data.frame()) }
    for (field in fields) {
      if (!field %in% colnames(res$matches)) {
        res$matches[, field] <- NA
      }
    }
    currentMatches <- res$matches[fields]
    factorCols <- colnames(subset(currentMatches, select=-c(pubDate)))
    currentMatches[factorCols] <- lapply(currentMatches[factorCols], factor)
    currentMatches$pubDate = as.Date(currentMatches$pubDate, format = "%Y-%m-%d")
    if (page == 1) {
      allMatches <- currentMatches
      expectedResults <- res$meta$totalResults
    } else {
      allMatches <- rbind(allMatches, currentMatches)
    }
    print(paste0("Retrieved page: ", page, ",", ceiling(expectedResults / res$meta$itemsPerPage)))
    page <- page + 1
    results <- results + res$meta$itemsPerPage
    if (results >= expectedResults) {
      break
    }
  }
  return(allMatches)
}

Listing 2: R sample functions to query the DeReKo / KorAP API. derekoStats returns the size of a (virtual) corpus and derekoQuery returns the results of a search for some term as a data frame.
query languages (Bingel and Diewald, 2015), the API also supports the restriction of searches to virtual sub-corpora based on metadata properties. A more complex example query, that involves a more complex search referring to multiple POS and lemma annotations as well as a virtual corpus definition is shown in Listing 3.

In the near future we will provide libraries to access the DeReKo/KorAP API for different programming languages, starting with R. In order to comply with license agreements and/or the § 60d UrhG text and data mining exception, the access will be limited to academic, non-commercial use.

A current and more detailed documentation of the API can be found in the Wiki of the KorAP component Kustvakt on KorAP’s github page.4

### 1.2 Plugin Level

The KorAP user interface provides several entry points to embed results and configuration options for plugins (Diewald et al., to appear). Views can be embedded in so-called panels in the user interface, currently available for views on a) the virtual corpus, b) the search result, and c) matches. These entry points are still in an early stage and interactions with the user interface are initially limited. They are planned to be cautiously extended on demand, mainly for security reasons. For example, embedded plugins can already send messages to the global notification system of the user interface, but cannot alter query strings or virtual corpus definitions yet. In case a plugin requires access to the corpus data (for example to provide specific data visualisations), it can communicate via the API, authorized using OAuth 2.0. The first plugins under preparation focus on export capabilities embedded in the search result panel and communicate with the search API.

### 2 Comparable Corpora

As discussed at the penultimate CMLC workshop, IDS participates in two essentially complementary initiatives to build comparable corpora: 1) the European Reference Corpus EuReCo (Kupietz et al., 2017) and 2) the International Comparable Corpus ICC (Kirk and Čermáková, 2017; Kirk et al., 2018).

#### 2.1 EuReCo

Within the EuReCo initiative, the first pilot project DRuKoLA for the development of a German-Romanian corpus was completed in 2018 (Kupietz et al., to appear(a)). In this context, first virtual comparable corpora based on DeReKo and the Romanian reference corpus CoRoLa were defined and already used for first linguistic investigations (Kupietz et al., to appear(b)). In addition, parts of the Hungarian National Corpus were integrated into EuReCo framework within the 2nd pilot project DeutUng (Kupietz et al., to appear(b)).

---

4 https://github.com/KorAP/Kustvakt/wiki
3 Legal issues and Licensing

The German reference corpus DeReKo relies on and continuously acquires licenses for the scientific use of text content, mostly from publishing companies. Many newspaper publishers are prepared to grant a free license for the use of their latest content in the DeReKo scenario (i.e., performing query and analysis via the dedicated corpus research interface that displays results only as text snippets in a KWIC format, or querying metadata and deriving statistics via the new KorAP API described above). Book publishers (both of fiction or specialised books), however, have on average not been so generous, i.e., many do not reply to our acquisition campaigns in the first place, and those who do, grant licenses only for a limited number of titles most of the time. We attribute this firstly to some reluctance to make content available that is still actively being marketed, and secondly to the much higher need of time and effort to select and provide book content to external archives because it is simply not part of their established workflows. Since 2018, we have come across the new phenomenon that book publishers told us that they appreciated our project and would be willing to grant licenses, but they could not say whether they could grant rights for scientific use of their books in DeReKo, not being able to know whether they actually are in a legal position to do so. They would have to look into each particular author contract to assess this, which would be (too) costly to do (given that DeReKo would like to get the licenses for free). The risk of being sued for a breach of intellectual property rights by an author if they still granted us licenses was indeed considered low, however seemed not worth to be taken by the publisher if they have no gain from the deal. Another publisher had sought a legal opinion which stated that the type of use of their content in DeReKo was not at all covered by the model contract for authors provided by the Publishers and Booksellers Association that they generally use.

The main reason for these apparently new problems and the deterioration in the acquisition of books was that §§ 31a UrhG “Contracts for Unknown Types of Use” and 137l UrhG “Transitional Provisions for New Types of Use”, which entered the German Copyright Act on 1 January 2008 and which essentially state that older author contracts automatically permit electronic exploitation unless
the author objects, initially made the acquisition of rights much easier. Subsequently, it seemed that publishers first reviewed their author contracts, including also newer ones that were no longer actually affected by the amendment, with regard to electronic rather than scientific exploitation. This seems to have changed by now.

As a first reaction to the problem, we have added a new indemnity clause against third party intellectual property claims to our standard agreements with the help of our legal experts. The idea is that the risk will be taken by the IDS, or that explicit licenses will subsequently be acquired directly from the authors. A second measure will be to approach the Publishers Association and ask them to explicitly include the scientific type of use of linguistic analysis in their model contract. In doing so, we hope to make book publishers more willing to grant free licenses for the scientific use of text content in the DeReKo scenario.

4 Conclusions

Apart from the reports on progress in the provision of comparable corpora in European languages and the long-term consequences of a 10-year-old amendment to the German Copyright Act, this paper has above all shown new ways in which, despite legal and ultimately economic hurdles, large corpora can be opened up for programmatic frequency analyses without infringing on the interests or rights of right holders and without incurring great technical expense.

The method we have presented here and implemented for DeReKo and KorAP basically follows our motto borrowed from Jim Gray (2003):

*If the data is to big or not allowed to move, put the computation near the data.*


with the addendum:

*If not all computation can be put near the data, move just such data that is allowed and required to move.*
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